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a b s t r a c t 

This paper presents numerical investigations of a twin-screw expander for low grade ( ≤100 °C) heat to 

power conversion applications based on the bottoming Trilateral Flash Cycle. After a thorough descrip- 

tion of the modeling procedure, a first set of simulations shows the effect of different inlet qualities 

of the R245fa working fluid and of the revolution speed on the expander performance. In particular, at 

3750 RPM and an inlet absolute pressure of 5 bar, the volumetric and adiabatic efficiencies would increase 

from 24.8% and 37.6% to 61.2% and 83.1% if the inlet quality in the intake duct of the expander increased 

from 0 to 0.1. To further assess the effects of inlet quality, inlet pressure and revolution speed on the ex- 

pander performance, parametric analyses are carried out in the ranges 0–1 inlet quality, 5–10 bar pressure 

and 150 0–60 0 0 RPM speed respectively. 

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Modélisation numérique d’un détendeur diphasique à deux vis pour les 

applications de cycle trilatéral-flash 

Mots-clés: Cycle trilatéral-flash; Détendeur à deux vis; Détendeur diphasique; Conversion de chaleur à basse température en énergie; GT-SUITETM 
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1. Introduction 

Energy demand and prices are continuing to rise in the global

market and there is increasing scrutiny of industrial environmen-

tal impact. Nonetheless, recent estimations from Forman et al.

(2016) state that the theoretical waste heat potential in industry,

i.e. the share of primary energy consumptions that is not exploited

for energy services (e.g. motion, heat, cooling, light and sound) and

that can be effectively recovered (no losses by radiation, electri-

cal transmission, friction etc.), can reach 918 TWh on a European

scale and 62.2 PWh worldwide. The biggest share of this poten-

tial, 51% for the European one and 63% for the global one, occurs

at temperatures below 100 °C. Examples of low temperature heat
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ources can be found in manufacturing processes, gas turbine gen-

rators as well as nuclear reactors and occur in the form of ex-

austs and effluents ( McKenna and Norman, 2010 ). Although the

ron and steel sector accounts for a large share of the low tem-

erature waste heat potential, the growing interest in heat recov-

ry technologies is broader. Extensive applied research has been

ndeed carried out in ceramics ( Peris et al., 2015 ), paper and pulp

 Öhman, 2012 ), metallurgical ( Walsh and Thornley, 2012 ), oceanic

 Tchanche et al., 2011 ), and solar thermal ( Wang et al., 2013 ) sec-

ors. A recovery of this energy and a further conversion into elec-

ricity would contribute to reduction of the environmental impact

f the industrial process and, at the same time, would play a key

ole in decreasing overall plant operating costs. 

Trilateral Flash Cycle (TFC) systems hold a good promise as

n alternative to Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) ones, concerning

he exploitation of low temperature heat sources. In particular,

lthough TFC systems consist of the same components as ORCs,
 under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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Nomenclature 

dx discretization length [m] 

e specific total internal energy [J kg −1 ] 

h specific enthalpy [J kg −1 ] 

m mass [kg] 

˙ m mass flow rate [kg s −1 ] 

p pressure [Pa] 

r specific internal energy [J kg −1 ] 

u velocity at the boundary [m s −1 ] 

t time [s] 

x quality 

A area [m 

2 ] 

B total number of boundaries 

C f Fanning friction factor 

D (equivalent) diameter [m] 

H heat transfer coefficient [W m 

−2 K 

−1 ] 

K p pressure loss coefficient 

P ind indicated power [W] 

R equivalent gas constant [J kg −1 K 

−1 ] 

SF scaling factor 

T temperature [K] 

V volume [m 

3 ] 

Z number of cells 

α crank angle [ °] 
γ ratio of specific heats 

ζ spatial reference [m] 

ηad−is adiabatic-isentropic efficiency 

ηvol volumetric efficiency 

μ dynamic viscosity [Pa s] 

ρ density [kg m 

−3 ] 

ω revolution speed [RPM] 

�α angular cycle duration [ °] 

01 total upstream conditions 

2 static downstream conditions 

is isentropic 

leak leakage 

s heat transfer surface 

suc suction 

here is a major difference related to the state before the expan-

ion process. In fact, the working fluid in a TFC does not evaporate

ut instead it expands from the saturated liquid state and accord-

ng to a flashing evaporation phenomenon that gives the name to

he thermodynamic cycle. The 3-leg cycle configuration allows a

loser matching between the temperature profiles of heat source

nd the working fluid since the heat gain does not lead to any

hase change in it. 

Availability of research works on TFC systems is limited. A

eference work in this topic is Smith (1993) , where the author

erformed a comparison between the subcritical and supercritical

RCs and a TFC, aiming at maximizing the net power output for

ny given heat source temperature between 100 and 200 °C. The

uthor concluded that TFC had superior performance within all

he temperature ranges and for any fluid combination. Further-

ore, he argued that the gross electrical output of TFC varied

nsignificantly with the choice of the working fluid, due to the

ffective heat transfer between streams in liquid phase. Moreover,

ischer (2011) compared a TFC using water and four ORC configu-

ations. An isentropic efficiency of 0.85 for the expanders of both

ycles was assumed. The findings revealed 14–29% higher values

f exergetic efficiency in the case of TFC system, depending on

he inlet temperatures of heat source and cooling medium respec-

ively. Nevertheless, the volume flow rate at the expander outlet
as significantly higher in the TFC system, from 2.8 to 70 times

reater than the ORC in the same operating conditions. Therefore,

he author suggested the utilization of fluids with higher vapor

ressures such as cyclopentane and butane. In a later study Lai

nd Fischer (2012) , based on the same conditions described in

ischer (2011) , carried out a comparison between TFC operating

n organic fluids and water, an ORC and a Clausius-Rankine cycle.

he TFC with water outperformed all the other cycles in terms

f exergetic efficiency. To deal with the high flow rates at the

xpander outlet, the use of alkanes was advised. In Smith and da

ilva (1994) the authors showed that the application of mixtures

s working fluids can contribute to a better temperature match

n the heat source and sink levels. This concept was confirmed in

amfirescu and Dincer (2008) in which a comparison between TFC

orking with ammonia-water mixture, ORCs with four different

rganic fluids and a Kalina cycle was performed. In particular, TFC

ased on ammonia-water mixture outperformed all the other con-

gurations in terms of exergetic efficiency and also it is capable of

bsorbing larger amount of heat available compared to the other

echnologies. Process modeling and optimization of TFC based on

 -pentane, were conducted in the PhD thesis of Habeeb (2014) .

he author compared the performance of different TFC cycle archi-

ectures including reheating and regeneration. The maximum cycle

emperature was 200 °C, while the condensing temperature and

he expander inlet pressure were 36 °C and 30 bar respectively.

he expander isentropic efficiency was set at 90%. The outcome

f his study revealed that the TFC integrated with internal heat

xchanger had greatest performance in terms of thermal efficiency,

ork output and exergetic efficiency. 

Besides working fluid selection, the main constraint to the com-

ercial development of TFC system is the two-phase expander.

ome turbo-expander technologies (e.g. Euler turbine) are suitable

n niche and large scale applications such as the cryogenic trans-

ortation of liquefied natural gas presented in Kimmel and Cath-

ry (2010) . However, in low grade heat to power conversion ap-

lications having a power output from tens to few hundreds of

ilowatts, the issues related to a two-phase expansion tends to

iscard the turbomachines. Similarly, those positive displacement

echnologies that experience severe efficiency drops when high

evolution speeds are required to match large flow rate demands

hould be also discouraged. For these reasons, the literature seems

o identify twin-screw machines as the most suitable expansion

echnology for TFC. Nonetheless, some recent modeling studies on

iston expanders by Steffen et al. (2013) showed promising val-

es for isentropic efficiency (0.75–0.88 using water, 0.65–0.85 for

thanol and 0.50–0.70 with n -pentane) while experimental inves-

igations by Kanno et al. (2015) showed that the deterioration of

diabatic efficiency with piston velocity could be reduced using a

lter-type sintered metal fixed on the bottom of the cylinder to

nhance boiling. 

To date, few experimental activities on twin-screw expanders

ave been published. In particular, Kliem (2005) investigated the

wo-phase screw-type engine using water as the working fluid. He

xperimentally retrieved the isentropic efficiency of the expansion

achine to be in the order of 30% −55%, depending on inlet tem-

erature. Similarly, in Steidel et al. (1982) a 50 kW machine re-

ulted in a peak adiabatic isentropic efficiency equal to 40% while

n McKay (1982) a 1 MW helical screw expander showed a peak

fficiency of 62%. On the other hand, the tests carried out in Smith

t al. (1996) on a 45 kW machine using R113 revealed efficiencies

p to 80%. In Öhman and Lundqvist (2013) a 42 kW machine was

ested with R134a and resulted in a peak efficiency up to 92%. 

Twin-screw machine modeling is a research topic widely in-

estigated in the literature. A reference chamber model, that con-

iders the spatial variation of quantities in the cavity built by

ale and female rotors lobes to be homogeneous, is presented in

tosic et al. (2005) . On the other hand, three-dimensional com-
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putational methodologies have been developed and tested with

reference to air compressors in Rane and Kovacevic (2017) , and

for single phase ORC expanders in Papes et al. (2015) . Two-phase

twin-screw expanders have been mostly modeled with the lumped

parameter approach which does not consider spatial variation of

the fluid properties inside the control volume as well as in the

leakage gaps. This assumption, however, is in contrast with the

experimental results that are being carried out on two-phase flows.

In particular, Triplett et al. (1999) and Kawahara et al. (2009) inves-

tigated two-phase flows in small passages that resemble leakage

paths, while in Kanno and Shikazono (2016) experiments were car-

ried out with reference to a piston expander. All the flow visualiza-

tions reported non uniformity of the two-phase flows and depen-

dency on pressure, quality and velocity. With regards to previous

TFC chamber models, in Vasuthevan and Brümmer (2016) and Qi

and Yu (2016) reference working fluid was water while the model

proposed in Smith et al. (1996) was further developed and ex-

ploited in Read et al. (2016) to outline optimized twin-screw ex-

pander configurations with reference to multiple working fluids. In

this study, the authors eventually proposed a variable port design

to tune the expander built-in volume ratio at off-design operating

conditions. In all the afore mentioned modeling approaches, mass

and energy equations proposed in single phase models were cou-

pled with analytical expressions of the Virial equation of states or,

alternatively, with subroutines linked to thermophysical property

databases. Leakage flows were always modeled as equivalent ori-

fices. In particular, theoretical leakage paths (i.e. discarding manu-

facturing tolerances and thermal effects) were derived either using

geometrical models or directly from CAD geometries, as in Qi and

Yu (2016) . 

Compared to the literature at the state of the art, the cur-

rent research work aims at providing a general chamber model-

ing methodology to the academic and industrial communities. In

order to do that, the modeling activity on the two-phase twin-

screw expander has been developed in the commercial environ-

ment GT-SUITE TM . Besides reproducibility, novel features of the

study lie on the possibility to predict pressure pulsations during

suction and discharge phases since intake and exhaust ducts were

modeled with a one-dimensional approach. The proposed model is

also suitable for transient analyses and can be integrated in the

overall model of the TFC system such that control strategies can

be tested. After introducing the modeling methodology, a sam-

ple test case representative of an industrial machine is presented

and its pressure–volume and quality-angle diagrams are discussed.

Parametric analyses at different operating conditions are eventually

carried out to assess the thermodynamic and volumetric expander

capabilities at off-design conditions. 

2. Overview on the Trilateral Flash Cycle 

Most of the exploitable low grade waste heat streams ( < 100 °C)

are exhausts or effluents characterized by a linear temperature

glide due to the absence of latent heat transfer phenomena. In

conventional bottoming thermodynamic cycles for heat to power

conversion like the ORC ones, the heat gain of the working fluid

involves its phase change which in turn constraints the heat re-

covery process and leads to high exergy losses. In a Trilateral Flash

Cycle, on the other hand, the heat recovery occurs without the va-

porization of the working fluid and considers saturated liquid con-

ditions at the inlet of the expansion machine. In this way, better

temperature matching between heat source and working fluid is

achieved even though, for the same thermal power recovery, the

lack of phase change implies higher working fluid flow rates (i.e.

greater pumping power) as well as larger heat transfer surfaces

(i.e. higher investment costs for the heat transfer equipment). 

Hence, in its essential architecture, a TFC system like the one

in Fig. 1 a is composed of two heat exchangers, a pump and an
xpander. Similarly to an ORC system, the working fluid is pres-

urized prior to the heat gain and cooled down after the expan-

ion process in which the actual conversion of the fluid enthalpy

o mechanical power takes place. Besides the lack of phase change

uring the heat recovery, the second major difference between TFC

nd ORC is the two-phase expansion of the working fluid, which

nvolves large density changes. In this regard, Fig. 1 summarizes a

arametric analysis carried out with reference to the working flu-

ds and the methodology proposed in Bianchi et al. (2017) . The goal

f the theoretical study herein presented is to provide orders of

agnitude and trends for the built-in volume ratio (BIVR) require-

ents of positive displacement machines dealing with TFC appli-

ations regardless of the expander technology. 

Fig. 1 b shows the built-in volume ratio requirements for a pos-

tive displacement expander operating between 70 °C and 20 °C for

ifferent inlet qualities. As confirmed by the logarithmic scale on

he BIVR axis, most of the density change occurs between satu-

ated liquid conditions and a quality around 0.10–0.15. This expo-

ential trend is particularly steep for R245fa and R1233zd(E) while

or propane and R1234yf is smoother. Therefore, operating at the

heoretical inlet conditions of the TFC would require BIVRs up to

0 for most of the Hydro Fluoro Olefins considered while the max-

mum value for the selected hydrocarbons would be close to 20. 

Within the acceptable operating temperature range of the work-

ng fluids and with reference to the saturation pressure which cor-

esponds to a temperature of 20 °C, Fig. 1 c shows the built-in vol-

me ratio that a positive displacement TFC expander with 70%

sentropic efficiency and should have assuming that the expansion

tarts from a quality equal to 0.1. For all the working fluids con-

idered, an increasing trend with the maximum cycle temperature

an be clearly noticed due to the corresponding increase of the cy-

le pressure ratio. More importantly, all the working fluids show

uilt-in volume ratio requirements below 10 for maximum tem-

erature of the TFC not greater than 60 °C. Lastly Fig. 1 d displays

he scarce influence of the expander adiabatic isentropic efficiency

n the BIVR requirements for an inlet quality of 0.1 and at a tem-

erature equal to 70 °C. 

A suitable TFC machine should be therefore be characterized by

apabilities of handling large mass flow rates of two-phase fluids

xposed to significant density changes especially in the first phases

f the flash expansion. In this regard, in the so-called Smith cycle,

ead et al. (2016) have considered the usage of multi-stage expan-

ions and the combination of positive displacement machines and

urbomachinery for the high and low pressure expansions respec-

ively. On the other hand, with reference to less efficient but more

ost effective single stage recovery system layouts, twin-screw ex-

anders are currently one of the most promising machines thanks

o intermediate values of built-in volume ratio achievable as well

s the capability of rotating at high speeds without major perfor-

ance drops. 

. Modeling approach 

The commercial software environment in which the twin screw

xpander model has been developed is GT-SUITE TM . Benefits of us-

ng this platform are the possibility of integrating sub-models of

ther TFC equipment (e.g. heat exchangers) to simulate full sys-

ems including controls. The commercial nature of the software

urther provides a standardization of the modeling procedure that

s undoubtedly valuable at industrial level. From a research per-

pective, however, this fact constraints the implementation of cus-

omized models in the flow solver. 

GT-SUITE TM is based on a one-dimensional formulation of

avier–Stokes equations and on a staggered grid spatial discretiza-

ion. According to this approach, each system is discretized into

 series of capacities such that manifolds are represented by sin-

le volumes while pipes are divided into one or more volumes.
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Fig. 1. Theoretical analysis of Trilateral Flash Cycle: scheme and entropy diagram (a), built-in volume ratio requirements for a positive displacement expander operating in a 

TFC system with condensation temperature ( T 4 ) equal to 20 °C (b–d). 

Fig. 2. Modeling scheme. 
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hese volumes are eventually connected by boundaries. The scalar

ariables (pressure, temperature, density, internal energy, enthalpy,

tc.) are assumed to be uniform in each volume. On the other

and, vector variables (mass flux, velocity, mass fraction fluxes,

tc.) are calculated for each boundary ( Gamma Technologies, 2017 ).

The schematic of the TFC expander model, which applies to

ny positive displacement machine, is reported in Fig. 2 . Once dis-

retized, in the inlet and outlet pipes the scalar equations (mass,
nergy) are solved at the centers of finite volumes, and the vec-

or one (momentum) at the boundaries between them. The intake

nd exhaust manifolds are modeled as capacities of finite volume

nd connect the pipes with the filling and emptying expander cells

espectively. These components are named “flowsplits” and have

ultiple openings whose number depends on the number of cells

nd of the leakage paths. The solution of the flowsplit is similar

o the pipe: the scalars are solved at the center of the volume,
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Fig. 3. Leakage paths in a twin-screw expander (elaboration from Fleming and Tang 

(1995) ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Main geometrical and operating features of the expander. 

Rotor diameter 127 mm 

Aspect ratio (L/D) 1.65 

Built-in volume ratio 5 

Male/female rotor lobes 4/6 

Suction/discharge ports arrangement axial/axial 

Revolution speed range 150 0–60 0 0 RPM 

Tip speed range 10.01–40.06 m/s 

Weight 220 kg 
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while the solution of the momentum equation is carried out sepa-

rately at each of the volume openings (boundaries). The expander

cells, that are physically generated when male and female rotor

lobes engage, are treated as capacities with uniform properties and

whose volume varies according to a law that is given as input of

the calculation since the software does not provide a geometrical

pre-processor yet. In addition to the revolution speed, inlet and

outlet boundary conditions, which physically would be respectively

provided by the heater and the receiver (or directly the condenser)

of the TFC system, in this standalone model of the expander have

been considered as plenums of infinite capacity. 

As concerns the leakage paths, six different categories were

identified according to the literature ( Fleming and Tang, 1995 ) and

reported in Fig. 3 . 

3.1. Governing equations 

The continuity Eq. (1) in a given capacity takes into account the

algebraic sum of all the inflow and outflow contributions from the

neighboring capacities that occur through the B boundaries that

characterize the reference element. 

dm 

dt 
= 

B ∑ 

i =1 

˙ m i (1)

For instance, with reference to Fig. 2 , the inlet manifold is char-

acterized by one incoming flow from the inlet pipe at the left hand

side boundary and 2 Z outlet flows from the right hand side bound-

aries, out of which the half are the contributions that occur due to

the Z expander cells during the suction phase while the remaining

Z are due to the leakage flows through the high pressure end wall

( Fig. 3 ). On the other hand, with reference to Fig. 3 , the mass evo-

lution in a given cell during the expansion depends on the values

at the previous time steps, on the contributions due to the incom-

ing and outgoing leakage flows with the adjacent cells as well as

on the interlobe leakage. 

The momentum Eq. (2) neglects body forces and takes into ac-

count the algebraic sum of momentums through the boundaries,

pressure forces and dissipations due to friction and pressure drops.

In pipes, the latter two terms are respectively related to distribute
i.e. due to surface finish) or concentrate (i.e. due to bends) pres-

ure losses. In twin-screw expander cells, they have been herein

iscarded. 

d ˙ m 

dt 
= 

1 

dζ

( 

B ∑ 

i =1 

( ˙ m i u i ) + dpA − 4 C f 
ρu | u | 

2 

dζA 

D 

− K p 

(
1 

2 

ρu | u | 
)

A 

) 

(2)

The energy Eq. (3) states the conservation of total inter-

al energy, i.e. the sum of internal energy and kinetic energy

 e = r + u 2 / 2 ). Neglecting variations of potential energy, for a given

apacity the rate of change of total internal energy depends on

he volume capacity variations, on the enthalpy fluxes and on heat

ransfer phenomena. The first term on the right hand side of Eq.

3) relates to the cell volume, thus it is of paramount importance

or positive displacement machines. Furthermore, since the model

erein developed was assumed adiabatic with respect to the heat

ransfer from/to the casing and the rotors, the latter term in Eq.

3) has been discarded. 

d ( me ) 

dt 
= −p 

dV 

dt 
+ 

B ∑ 

i =1 

(
˙ m i 

(
e i + 

p i 
ρi 

))
− H A s ( T fluid − T wall ) (3)

The conservation equations are solved through an explicit 5th

rder Runge–Kutta integration scheme whose primary solution

ariables are mass flow rate, density, and internal energy. In

articular, to calculate mass and energy in a given volume at the

ollowing time step (that needs to satisfy the Courant condition

or numerical stability), continuity and energy equations are firstly

sed and involve the reference volume and its neighbors. With the

olume and mass known, the density is calculated and leads to

ensity and energy. Using a dynamic-link library (DLL) of the NIST

EFPROP database ( Lemmon et al., 2010 ) embedded in the soft-

are package, the solver iterates on pressure and temperature until

hey satisfy the density and energy already calculated for this time

tep. 

With regards to the calculation of quality during the expan-

ion process, for the sake of simplicity, let us assume a changing

olume with no leakage. In this case, the conservation of mass

nd momentum are trivial, which leaves only the term on the left

and side and the first term on the right hand side in the energy

q. (3) . With reference to an explicit solution scheme, the time

tep is firstly advanced to calculate the rate of change in the vol-

me of the expander cell dV / dt . Knowing mass and pressure from

he previous time step, the change in internal energy d r = d e can

e therefore calculated. Finally, knowing density and internal en-

rgy, all the thermodynamic properties including the quality can

e calculated by querying the REFPROP DLL. 

.2. Leakage flows 

Similarly to any chamber modeling approach, leakages are

erein considered as flow through an orifice. In particular, the

ncompressible Bernoulli equation is used for liquids while the

sentropic nozzle relationships for subsonic ( Eq. (4) ) and chocked
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Fig. 4. Angular evolution of geometrical quantities: expander cell volume with suc- 

tion and discharge ports (a) and leakage areas (b). 
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Fig. 5. Twin-screw expander mod
egimes ( 5 ) are considered for gases. 

˙ 
 leak = A leak 

(
ρ01 

(
p 2 
p 01 

)1 /γ
)√ 

R T 01 

(
2 γ

γ − 1 

(
1 −

(
p 2 
p 01 

) γ −1 
γ

))1 / 2 

(4) 

˙ 
 leak = A leak 

( 

ρ01 

(
2 

γ + 1 

) 1 
γ −1 

) 

√ 

γ R T 01 

(
2 

γ + 1 

)
(5) 

Two-phase leakage flows are calculated using the formulations

alid for gases and assuming an equivalent ratio of specific heats

as the weighted average, based on quality, of the ratio of spe-

ific heats for thermodynamic states at saturated conditions, as per

q. (6) . The same approach was used by Vasuthevan and Brümmer

2016) and Qi and Yu (2016) . 

= γvap x + γliq ( 1 − x ) (6) 

Conversely, Read et al. (2016) modeled the leakage through an

rifice assuming as isenthalpic process whereas the leakage fluid is

t the same thermodynamic conditions of the high pressure region.

his approach involves the calculation of the dynamic viscosity of

he two-phase fluid based on the quality and computed according

o Eq. (7) . 

 /μ = x/ μvap + ( 1 − x ) / μliq (7) 

. Simulation setup 

The software GT-SUITE TM provides a template for chamber

odeling but not a specific model for twin-screw machines yet.

or this reason, the current approach does not consider any friction

henomenon and, in turn, won’t be able to provide any insight on

he mechanical efficiency of the machine. 

.1. Input data and boundary conditions 

Fundamental inputs that have to be supplied to carry out the

nalysis are the angular evolution of geometric quantities such as

ell volume, port areas and leakage paths. The calculation of these

nputs is not trivial since it requires complex analytical models

nd, at the same time, plenty of information on the profile de-

ign. In the current case, the data on the TFC twin-screw expander,
el diagram in GT-SUITE TM . 
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Fig. 6. Indicator (a) and quality (b) diagrams at low, medium and high revolution 

speeds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Indicator (a) and quality (b) diagrams increasing inlet quality and in absence 

of leakages. 
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whose specifics are listed in Table 1 , were provided by the manu-

facturer Howden Compressors Ltd.. Other valuable approaches are

the development of customized geometrical pre-processors using

literature correlations, retrieving geometrical quantities from CAD

drawings as in Qi and Yu (2016) or using commercial software. 

Fig. 4 a shows the angular evolution of cell volume, suction and

discharge areas while Fig. 4 b reports the theoretical passage areas

related to the leakage paths identified according to the literature

( Fleming and Tang, 1995 ) and shown in Fig. 3 . Equivalent orifices

with the same colors represent the corresponding leakages paths

in the model block diagram displayed in Fig. 5 . These quantities

are calculated based on geometrical quantities exclusively, with-

out taking into account manufacturing tolerances. The effect of the

operating temperature on the theoretical paths has also been ne-

glected but the model could take it into account through empirical

or semi-empirical correlations. 

With reference to Fig. 5 , the expander inlet is composed of two

suction lines fed by the same boundary conditions (inlet pressure

and quality) that a real TFC expander would see after the heat re-

covery process. The two feeding lines merge in the intake manifold
hrough which the working fluid is made available to the expander

ells during the suction phase. Similarly, after the closed-volume

xpansion phase, the contributions from the different cells merge

n the exhaust manifold and eventually go through the outlet pipe

oward the receiver or directly to the condenser. Hence, additional

oundary conditions are the condenser pressure and the expander

evolution speed. 

In the reference machine, the angular cycle duration is 873 °. In
eneral, this quantity depends on geometrical quantities like the

rap angle. Due to the automotive nature of the software, GT-

UITE TM does not accept input quantities whose angular evolution

s not a multiple of 360 ° (two-stroke engines) or 720 ° (four-stroke

ngines). Therefore, a scaling factor defined as in Eq. (8) was ap-

lied to shrink the angular cycle durations (but not the magni-

udes) of the geometrical quantities in Fig. 4 to 360 ° as well as to

he actual revolution speed ω real to ensure that the mass flow rate

alculated in a simulation cycle corresponded to the one which

ccurs during the actual operating cycle. With reference to the
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Fig. 8. Comparison of expander performance at increasing inlet quality. 
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Fig. 9. Angular pressure (a), temperature (b) and quality (c) evolution at x in = 0.1, 

3750 RPM. 
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urrent study, the scaling factor was 0.412 (360 °/873 °). 

F = 360 / �α = ω sim 

/ ω real (8) 

Another tweak that was required to make the generic cham-

er model compliant to the expander investigated is the number

f cells. In fact, from the number of lobes of the male rotor it re-

ults that the cell frequency is 4 times the one imposed by the

evolution speed, i.e. each 90 ° of actual crank angle the expander

as a cell that is discharging to the outlet manifold. At the same

ime, as shown in Fig. 4 , a given cell takes 873 ° to reach twice

he initial position α0 . During this interval, there will be nearly 10

ells (873 °/90 ° = 9.7) that pass through α0 (on an absolute frame

f reference). Therefore, the number of cells to be modeled in GT-

UITE TM is the next integer number that results from the ratio of

he angular cell duration and the number of lobes in the male ro-

or, as per Eq. (9) . 

 sim 

= ceil 

(
�α Z male 

360 

)
(9) 

Once the number of simulated cells is calculated and the input

ata of Fig. 4 are scaled for a 360 ° cycle duration, the geometri-

al input data between consecutive cells are shifted by an angular

uantity equal to the cell passing frequency multiplied by the scal-

ng factor (0.412 •90 °= 37.11 ° in the current case). 
.2. Output data 

Among the results the model is able to provide, the most

ignificant ones to characterize the performance of a positive

isplacement machines are mass flow rate, indicated power as

ell as volumetric and adiabatic-isentropic efficiencies. In par-

icular, the equivalence of mass flow rate between simulations

nd actual operation of the expander is ensured through the

rocedure presented in paragraph 4.1. As concerns the indicated

ower, the definition implemented in the software is reported in

q. (10) . However, if one applies the definitions of scaling factor

nd number of simulated cells as per Eqs. (8) and (9) , a systematic

rror due to the next integer approximation can be noticed. In

his particular case, if the user considered the software result the

ndicated power would be overestimated of 3.1% (10/9.7). 

 

∗
ind = Z sim 

ω sim 

60 

∮ 
pdV = ceil 

(
Z male 

SF 

)
ω real SF 

60 

∮ 
pdV 

� = Z male 

ω real 

60 

∮ 
pdV (10) 

The same issue occurs in the definition of the volumetric effi-

iency, expressed as the ratio between calculated mass flow rate

nd the ideal one where the density is referred to the inlet duct,
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as shown in Eq. (11) . 

η∗
vol = 

˙ m 

ρsuc V suc Z sim 

ω sim 

60 

= 

˙ m 

ρsuc V suc ceil 
(

Z male 

SF 

)
ω real SF 

60 

� = 

˙ m 

ρsuc V suc Z male 
ω real 

60 

(11)

To overcome these post-processing flaws that anyway do not

corrupt the overall model correctness and robustness, customized

performance relationships for indicated power and volumetric ef-

ficiencies were implemented using elementary calculation blocks

that GT-SUITE TM provides, Eqs. (12) and (13) respectively. 

P ind = Z male 

ω real 

60 

∮ 
pdV (12)

ηvol = 

˙ m 

ρsuc V suc Z male 
ω real 

60 

(13)

The adiabatic-isentropic efficiency is eventually calculated as

the ratio of the real and the isentropic enthalpy drops across the

expander, i.e. with inlet and outlet enthalpies measured at mid-

length of the inlet and outlet ducts respectively, as per Eq. (14) .

ηad −is = 

h 01 − h 2 

h 01 − h 2 , is 

(14)

5. Results and discussion 

Prior to broader parametric analyses that yielded performance

maps of the twin-screw expander, the impact of operating pa-

rameters such as revolution speed and inlet quality were assessed

with reference to a TFC application having R245fa as working

fluid and operating between 62.7 °C and 21.9 °C. At these tempera-

tures, corresponding saturated absolute pressures are 5.00 bar and

1.32 bar respectively. The choice of the working fluid resulted from

a screening procedure presented in McGinty et al. (2017) , in which

a theoretical model of the TFC system showed that R245fa (and

its replacement R1233zd) is able to provide the largest net power

output among a selection of working fluids for low grade heat to

power conversion applications. 

5.1. Indicator diagrams 

Fig. 6 shows the effect of revolution speed on the expander

indicator and quality diagrams. As mentioned in Section 3 , the

boundary conditions were inlet pressure and quality set at the inlet

duct, outlet pressure set at the outlet duct and revolution speed.

During the intake process, screw expanders tend to show pressure

oscillations that however the model does not predict. This fact is

likely due to the type of boundary conditions set at the inlet that,

unlike the ones at the outlet, could not be set as an open bound-

ary. Therefore, any backflow, which would have triggered pressure

pulsations is suppressed. 

At 1500 RPM, a 0.35 bar pressure decrease can be noticed dur-

ing the suction phase since the volume of the intake manifold

is larger than those of the inlet pipes to ensure a correct fill-

ing of the expander cells. However, this expansion does not pro-

duce any work. At the end of the suction phase, the closed vol-

ume expansion begins and brings the pressure down to 2.84 bar. As

the expander cell opens toward the discharge port, the mismatch-

ing between the cell pressure and the outlet pressure of 1.32 bar

triggers a sudden under-expansion. Without a detailed modeling,

this passage would occur instantaneously, i.e. the mismatching be-

tween the built-in volume ratio and the manometric pressure ra-

tio of the TFC expander would be compensated according to an
sochoric transformation. In the current modeling approach, how-

ver, it can be noticed that this passage takes some crank an-

le degrees to develop. Furthermore, the sudden pressure change

riggers some pressure oscillations during the discharge phase.

or the same inlet and outlet conditions, the under-expansion

oticed at 1500 RPM decreases at higher revolution speeds due

o the enhanced expansion that takes place during the suction

hase. 

The effect of revolution speed on suction pressure similarly oc-

urs for ORC expanders, i.e. when the working fluid is in super-

eated conditions during the suction process. However, in TFC ma-

hines, the transition toward states at increasing qualities is more

nhanced. To reinforce this statement, Fig. 7 shows the indicator

nd quality diagrams at 3750 RPM for different inlet qualities. The

ifference with respect to the pressure at the inlet duct of 5 bar

educes as the quality of the incoming working fluid is increased.

n particular, for saturated inlet conditions, the magnitude of the

xpansion at the inlet manifold during the suction phase is equal

o 1 bar while for an inlet quality of 0.3 it reduces to 0.3 bar. The

teeper pressure decrease for the simulations at greater inlet qual-

ty is due to the better volumetric efficiency of the machine as well

s to the reduced magnitude of the flash expansion which, by re-

easing the latent heat of vaporization, contributes to perform an

nternal regeneration process. Fig. 7 additionally reports the com-

arison between indicator diagrams for saturated inlet conditions

ith and without leakages. Due to the marginal influence of the

eakage on the pressure trend, we can conclude that the major

layer in the expander performance is quality. 

The effect of inlet quality on the expander performance with

espect to the simulations shown in Fig. 7 is reported in Fig. 8 in

erms of mass flow rate, indicated power as well as volumetric and

diabatic-isentropic efficiencies. The high density at low quality al-

ows to intake a greater amount of mass flow rate and contributes

o achieve higher indicated powers, as shown respectively in Fig.

 a and b. However, the under-expansion during the closed volume

hase and the increased expansion at the intake manifold lead

o worse expander performance in terms of adiabatic-isentropic

nd volumetric efficiencies respectively, as reported in Fig. 8 c and

. The best performing operating point is the one having an in-

et quality equal to 0.1. Indeed, despite the slightly lower indi-

ated power, this working condition allows to reach an adiabatic-

sentropic equal to 83.1% and a volumetric efficiency equal to 61.2%.

or saturated inlet conditions, these quantities would be equal to

1.3% and 24.8% respectively. On the other hand, greater inlet qual-

ties would lead to better efficiencies but, at the same time, the

ndicated power would reduce from 15.1 kW at x in = 0.1 to 13.7 kW

nd 12.5 kW at x in = 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. 

Fig. 9 shows the angular evolution of pressure, temperature and

uality for the operating point at 3750 RPM and an inlet quality

f the working fluid of 0.1. As the pressure drops from 4.40 bar

o 1.32 bar, temperature decreases from 58.4 °C to 21.9 °C. On the

ther hand, quality increases from 0.14 to 0.35. 

.2. Performance maps 

A broader operating range for the twin-screw expander was in-

estigated through additional sets of simulations performed at dif-

erent inlet conditions and revolution speeds from 1500 RPM to

0 0 0 RPM. In particular, in Fig. 10 inlet pressure was varied from

 to 10 bar at constant inlet quality equal to 0.125 while in Fig.

1 inlet quality was varied from saturated liquid to saturated va-

or conditions at constant inlet absolute pressure equal to 7.5 bar.

utlet conditions were kept at 1.32 bar, as in Section 5.1 . 

Inlet pressure contributes on one hand to increase the density

f the working fluid and, at the same time, leads to a higher mano-

etric expansion ratio. For these reasons, in Fig. 10 a and b greater
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Fig. 10. Performance maps at different inlet pressures and revolution speeds ( x in = 0.125). 
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ass flow rates and indicated power can be respectively noticed.

he effect on volumetric efficiency is slightly noticeable, although

n Fig. 10 c the slope of the iso-efficiency curves tends to increase

t higher pressures. Because of the greater mismatching between

uilt-in expansion ratio (equal to 5) and the cycle pressure ratio,

he increasing magnitude of the under-expansion at higher inlet

ressures leads the adiabatic-isentropic efficiency decrease, regard-

ess of the revolution speed. 

Due to the worsening of the volumetric efficiency, presented

n Fig. 6 and additionally reported in Figs. 10 c and 11 c, the ef-

ect of revolution speed on mass flow rate and indicated power

s still relevant. However, a given increase of revolution speed does

ot lead to the same percentage growth in performance. For in-

tance, with reference to Fig. 10 a and b, at 8 bar pressure inlet and

500 RPM, mass flow rate is equal to 3.14 kg s −1 while indicated

ower is equal to 24.8 kW. If one doubles the revolution speed,

ass flow rate is equal to 4.81 kg s −1 but not to 6.28 kg s −1 since

olumetric efficiency drops from 73.7% at 2500 RPM to 57.5% at

0 0 0 RPM. The same considerations apply for the indicated power

a  
hat at 50 0 0 RPM would be equal to 39.4 kW and not to 49.6 kW.

n the other hand, with reference to Fig. 11 d, beyond an inlet

uality of 0.35, the effect of revolution speed on the adiabatic-

sentropic efficiency are less noticeable due to the correct filling

f the cell during the suction phase. As concerns the influence of

he inlet quality, the lower density of the working fluid leads to

ower mass flow rates ( Fig. 11 a) and, in turn, reduces the indicated

ower ( Fig. 11 b). 

. Conclusions 

Low temperature heat to power conversion is an attractive op-

ortunity for science and industry. However, the low exergy poten-

ial of the heat sources requires alternative thermodynamic cycle

rchitectures to successfully recover and convert the waste heat

otential. For this reason, the Trilateral Flash Cycle (TFC) might be

 successful solution whose development still requires plenty of

esearch efforts. In particular, the most challenging component in

 TFC system is the expander since the efficient operation of this
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Fig. 11. Performance maps at different inlet qualities and revolution speeds ( p in = 7.5 bar). 
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machine directly impacts on the net power output. Due to the

high mass flow rates and the intermediate pressure ratio that a

TFC expander is required to operate with, among the positive dis-

placement technologies, the twin-screw one seems to be the most

suitable candidate. In order to fill the technological and knowledge

gap in the field of two-phase expanders, the paper investigated

a twin-screw TFC machine using a chamber modeling approach

implemented in the commercial software GT-SUITE TM . Benefit of

using this platform is the integration potential with other sub-

models of TFC equipment and with controls. After an extensive

explanation of the modeling procedure to allow reproducibility

of the results, the model of a twin-screw expander with 4/6 lobe

configuration and a built-in volume ratio of 5 was developed and

used to investigate the performance of the machine at different

operating conditions. The most relevant outcome from the simu-

lations was the impact of the expansion in the intake manifold on

the overall machine performance. In fact, suction pressure at the

expander cell may highly differ from the value at the inlet duct,

especially if the machine is working at low inlet quality and high
evolution speed. For a reference case at 3750 RPM and an inlet

ressure of 5 bar, the best performing operating point resulted

hen the inlet quality of the R245fa working fluid was equal to

.1. In these conditions, the expander volumetric efficiency was

qual to 61.2% while the adiabatic-isentropic efficiency was 83.1%.

n the other hand, if the expander operated with saturated inlet

onditions, the afore mentioned performance parameters would

e 24.8% and 37.6% respectively. The impact of the expansion in

he inlet manifold on the overall machine performance could be

mproved by enlarging and shortening the manifold. The paper ad-

itionally presented indicator diagrams and performance maps of

he twin-screw expander at a broad operating range. Despite the

ssumptions made on the calculation of the leakage flows and the

ack of friction power modeling, the simulation platform can be

uccessfully used to assess the performance of improved rotor pro-

les not only for TFC expanders but potentially for any twin-screw

achine. Nevertheless, the validation against experimental data or

ore sophisticated numerical models is of paramount importance

o further refine the current approach. Most of these activities will
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e carried out based on data to be obtained from a full scale TFC

ystem which will be tested in a real industrial application. 
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